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UNIT-4 

 

GROUP BEHAVIOR 
 

 

Conflict: 

 

Concept of Conflict: 

Conflict refers to a disagreement or clash between individuals or groups arising from 

incompatible goals, interests, values, or perceptions. It is a natural and inevitable aspect of 

human interaction, occurring in various contexts such as interpersonal relationships, 

organizations, communities, and societies. Conflict can manifest at different levels, ranging 

from minor disagreements to full-scale disputes, and can have both positive and negative 

consequences depending on how it is managed and resolved. 

 

Key Aspects of Conflict: 

 

Causes: Conflict can arise from various sources, including differences in goals, values, 

perceptions, communication styles, resources, or power dynamics. Misunderstandings, 

competition, scarcity, and divergent interests are common triggers of conflict. 

 

Manifestations: Conflict can manifest in different forms, such as verbal disputes, interpersonal 

tension, organizational politics, competition, or physical confrontation. It may be overt or 

covert, direct or indirect, depending on the context and cultural norms. 

 

Effects: Conflict can have diverse effects on individuals, relationships, organizations, and 

societies. While unresolved conflict may lead to stress, resentment, and breakdowns in 

communication, effectively managed conflict can stimulate creativity, innovation, and positive 

change. Conflict can serve as a catalyst for problem-solving, decision-making, and growth 

when approached constructively. 

 

Types of Conflict: 

 

Interpersonal Conflict: Interpersonal conflict occurs between individuals or groups due to 

differences in personalities, values, communication styles, or behaviors. It may involve 

arguments, misunderstandings, power struggles, or clashes of interest within personal or 

professional relationships. For example, conflict between coworkers over work assignments or 

conflict between family members over household responsibilities. 

 

Intrapersonal Conflict: Intrapersonal conflict refers to internal conflicts within an individual, 

involving conflicting thoughts, emotions, desires, or values. It may arise from dilemmas, 

moral or ethical dilemmas, identity crises, or competing goals or aspirations. For example, a 

person experiencing career-related indecision or struggling to reconcile personal values with 

societal expectations may experience intrapersonal conflict. 

 

Inter-group Conflict: Inter-group conflict occurs between different groups or factions within 

organizations, communities, or societies. It may stem from competition for resources, 

territorial disputes, ideological differences, or historical grievances. Inter-group conflict can 

escalate into inter-ethnic conflicts, political rivalries, or social movements. For example, 

conflicts between management and labor unions over wages and working conditions or 
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conflicts between rival political parties during election campaigns. 

 

Intergenerational Conflict: Intergenerational conflict refers to conflicts between individuals or 

groups from different generations, such as parents and children, or older and younger 

colleagues. It may involve differences in values, attitudes, lifestyles, or expectations regarding 

family roles, work ethics, technology, or societal norms. For example, conflicts between 

parents and adolescents over curfew times or conflicts between older and younger employees 

over work habits and communication preferences. 

 

Example of Conflict: 

Consider a scenario in which two coworkers, John and Sarah, have conflicting views on a 

project approach: 

 

John: "I believe we should prioritize efficiency and cost-effectiveness by outsourcing part of 

the project to external vendors." 

 

Sarah: "I disagree. I think we should focus on quality and innovation by developing the project 

in-house with our existing team." 

 

This situation illustrates an interpersonal conflict between John and Sarah regarding the 

project approach. The conflict arises from differing priorities and perspectives on how to 

achieve the project's objectives. If left unresolved, the conflict may lead to tension, decreased 

morale, and suboptimal decision-making within the team. However, if managed effectively 

through open communication, negotiation, and collaboration, John and Sarah can work 

together to find a compromise that balances efficiency, quality, and innovation in the project 

implementation. 


